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Abstract
The omega or pseudochiral medium is an artificial complex medium [1], which can be
fabricated by doping a host isotropic medium with Ω-shaped planar conducting microstructures.
An externally applied field induces both an electric and magnetic polarization, which are
perpendicular to each other. The electromagnetic properties of these magnetoelectric media can
be used in the design of reciprocal components for microwaves and millimeter-waves [2]-[4].
Depending on the spatial orientation, both TE and TM or hybrid modes may propagate. In a
coupled orientation, each hybrid mode is a weighted combination of the two characteristic
waves. For the spatial orientation considered in this paper only hybrid modes propagate.
In this paper we analyze the surface and leaky modes of open multilayered omega structures.
The structures herein considered may consist of several different layers (pseudochiral or not)
above an omega substrate. When the omega parameter exceeds a certain value, the surface
hybrid modes may turn into leaky modes, which are improper complex solutions of the modal
equation. Power leakage occurs, because one of the two characteristic waves ceases to be
internally reflected at the substrate interface. Therefore, some of these modes may radiate
energy into the substrate, provided that the constitutive parameters are properly chosen. These
complex waves are usually termed semileaky waves [5], since one of the two characteristic
waves still remains completely guided by the film layer.
A parametric analysis of the phase constant of the surface modes and leakage constant of semileaky modes with the constitutive parameters of each layer is presented.
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